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ABSTRACT

In this modern era, biometric play a vital role in authentication process for an individual
identification. Broadly biometrics has been classified into anatomical and behavioral
characteristics. Among the many biometrics, this paper focus on new emerging biometric
named as Ear biometrics. In this paper, Phase-only Correlation (POC) and Band-limited
Phase Only Correlation (BLPOC) has been proposed for ear recognition. The phase
information has been obtained by calculating similarity between input and query ear image
using 2D-Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and auto correlation function. Finally the
phase-based on image matching have being success implemented for human ear recognition
endeavor. The experimental resultant effect of proposed algorithm has been performed
using IIT Delhi ear database.

KEYWORDS

DFT, Phase Only Correlation (POC), Band-Limited Phase Only Correlation (BLPOC).
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1. INTRODUCTION

In impressive of last few years, Human Ear recognition has been becoming a very attractive
in biometric authentication. The important reasons behind human ear biometric over other
biometric modalities are smaller in size, very stable shape has proven by clinical observation
(Rutty, Abbas, & Crossling, 2005), uniform colors, and does not affected by any expression
like face or changes in age or position or rotation (Malathy, Annapurani, & Sadiq, 2013). The
ear is a passive biometric as it can easily be captured from far distance, even if the person
is not fully cooperative. Hence ear recognition is much interest for the researchers dealing
with numerous applications in commercial and governmental, such as law enforcement,
security systems and forensics (Jain, Ross, & Pankanti, 2006). Therefore, ear biometric is a
deserved preference for it providing a fine avail between cost and accuracy.
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Figure 1. Ear Image.

The Figure 1 shows the ear image of an individual. It is stored in the IIT Delhi database
and can be used for the task of identification through its unique characteristics. The human
outer ears parts are formed by various terminologies include Helix, the Lobe, Antihelix, the
tragus, concha along with an antitragus.
Recently, several matching algorithms have been adapted for the ear recognition process.
Anyhow, these algorithms possess various limitations which are explained in this section.
Primarily, the holistic matching method utilized from global features to extract the complete
ear. Bustard et al. arrange the ear dataset by considering the planar surface. It was registered
as homography transform designed of Scale Invariant Feature Transform from trails
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(Bustard & Nixon, 2010). This method was strong to conditions in the appearance of pose
variation and occlusion.
Ultimately, the matching algorithms with local feature have been adopted for identification.
So Nanni et al. determined to decrease the dimension by usual sub-window of feature
extraction with a Gabor Filter along with LaplacianEigenmaps (Zhu, Jia, & Liu, 2009).
They also used the Sequential Forward Floating Selection to sort out the finest matching
feature with concord trained. However the function of Laplacian Eigen maps could drop
datas extremely. Yazdanpanah et al. designed a region of covariance matrix through wellorganized plus strong ear caption, which is strong to
clarification with fake difference
• Finger print
• Iris

2004-2006
(Miyazawa, Ito, Aoki, Kobayashi, & Katsumata,
2006). In the following year, Yuan et al.

ear region has extracted to segment by conserving from
neighborhood impact and the
• Finger vein
• Retinal

• Palm print
particular region has chosen by the recognition rate
Zhang,
& Zhang, 2009). This
2008 (Zhang,
• Finger knuckle
print

method could keep away from the occlusion problem other than shortcoming from multifake problem.
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Figure 2. Different biometrics images used by POC and BLPOC.

The POC and BLPOC matching
algorithm
play the major role in image processing or
• Finger knuckle
print
2013

pattern matching. There are many benefits in using Phase based matching algorithm such
as simple to construct score, easy
to implement, finest for multiple test and close to real• Finger print
2015
time performance. The Figure
2 shows different biometrics images are used by POC and

BLPOC algorithm over the years for instance finger vein, finger print, iris, retinal, palm
print as well as finger knuckle print except ear biometric. Therefore, this paper proposes
human ear recognition based on phase-base matching algorithm.
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Figure 3. Proposed system.

The Figure 3 shows the proposed system of this paper. This proposed system involves two
processes namely (i) Enrollment process and (ii) Verification process. First, enrollment process
carries out the process that involves feature extraction of POC and BLPOC technique.
This feature extraction minimizes the ear images into mathematical phase information.
This information will be stored in database to establish the authentication of ear images.
At the same time, verification process also arrive the same process for extracting features
of POC and BLPOC technique which generates the phase information. This feature
extraction converts the ear images into mathematical phase information. These both phase
information’s are afforded by decision making subsidiary. The decision making subsidiary
used to provide a final conclusion (i.e. genuine or imposter output). The output of decision
making is a potential matching score by matching identities.
The remainders in this paper are structured as follows: The second section discusses about
survey of the literature which gives brief discussion about existed POC and BLPOC. The
third section outlines the proposed work and its implementation of Human Ear Recognition.
The fourth section discusses about presents the experimental results of proposed system.
The conclusion has been described in the section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

In this related work, discusses the detailed functions of phase-base on image matching
algorithms (i.e. POC and BLPOC). The POC has been designed to find the correlation
145
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within two images (i.e. different images or similar images). The purpose of POC is to
frame-up only phase feature and to isolate the magnitude feature of images for accuracy
in image matching. During the trial time of POC with two similar images provides distinct
sharp correlation peak and the correlation peak drops when two images are different
(Takita, Muquit, Aoki, & Higuchi, 2004). The experimental results of phase correlation
demonstrate high robustness and accuracy in the pattern matching and the image
registration (Ito, Nakajima, Kobayashi, Aoki, & Higuchi, 2004). This has been achieved
with direct estimation in Fourier domain through 2D phase difference data set (Miyazawa
et al., 2006). This kind of POC correlation is more convenient and more profitable than
other conventional correlation. The most remarkable advantages of POC are it provides
better discrimination for similar images and high accuracy translational of displacement
among the illustrations (Nanni & Lumini, 2007). But for most part of phase function
algorithm cannot carry the nonlinear deformation of illustrations (Rutty et al., 2005). The
BLPOC is very crucial method for correlation in optimum band limit for phase based
recognition. In POC function, every frequency components are concerned. Though, high
frequency components tend to highlight and it probably prone to noise. Hence, worthless
high frequency components are eliminated by setting a band-limited while calculating the
cross-power spectrum (Yazdanpanah & Faez, 2010). Also, in order to carry the nonlinear
deformation, it employs BLPOC matching algorithm. The BLPOC be sufficient to
estimate accurate overall correlation (Yuan, Wang, & Mu, 2010). The modified version of
POC is BLPOC which is committed to evaluate match between images due to its better
performance than the POC function (Zhang, Zhang, Zhang, & Guo, 2012). The proposed
BLPOC perform (Zhang, Zhang, Zhang, & Zhu, 2011) committed to biometric recognition
tasks. Several authors attempted different modalities of biometric recognition by using
POC and BLPOC are outlined in the given Table 1.
Table 1. Outline about Phase-Based Function matching algorithm in various biometrics.
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(Takita et al., 2004).

POC and BLPOC
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Author

Feature

Trait (Images)

(Mahri, Suandi, & Rosdi,
2010).

POC and BLPOC

Finger Vein

(Miyazawa et al., 2006).

POC and BLPOC

Retinal

(Yuan et al., 2010).

POC and BLPOC

FKP

(Zhang et al., 2011).

POC and BLPOC

FKP

(Zhang et al., 2012).

POC and BLPOC

FKP

(Aoyama, Ito, & Aoki,
2014).

POC and BLPOC

FKP

Human Ear Recognition Using Phase-Based Function Matching.

3. METHOD

In this section, POC and BLPOC are discussed and derived in detail.
Gallery Image
g(x, y)

Query Image
f(x, y)

Consider Gallery image
has been shifted by some
position from Query image
g(x, y) = f(x - x0 , y - y0 )

Imposter output
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BLPOC
rxya a (b1 , b2 )

Inverse 2D-DFT
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2

Matching Stage

Processing Stage
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Figure 4. Overall structural outline of the proposed design of this paper.

The Figure 4 shows the overall structural outline of proposed design of this paper. This
method is discussed in next section 3.1 and 3.2 in detail.

3.1. PHASE-ONLY FUNCTION/CORRELATION (POC)
This section discussed about the principal of POC. The POC is some time called as “PhaseOnly Function”) (Zhang et al., 2009). Assume 2 M x N images, g x1, x2 and the f(x1, x2),
where consider that the basis ranges are

and

in

support of mathematical ease, and therefore M = 2M+1 and N = 2N+1. The conversation
can be simply general towards non-nullifying basis ranges by rule of 2 image sizes. Let F(a1,
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a2)() and G(a1, a2) denote the 2D-DFTs of g(x1, x2) and, correspondingly. According to the
description of DFT (Zhang et al., 2009), F(a1, a2) and G(a1, a2) be known through
(1)

(2)
Consider
Consider image is shifted by x0 and y0 portion, then x0 = y0 = 0 the both is same. Now
applying spatial shifting property,
(3)
(4)
For finding Correlation of, using equation
(5)
Correlation phase spectra
(6)
Sub 6 and 7, so we get,
(7)
2DIDFT—
(8)
Take 2D-IDFT for equation 7,
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(9)
Put equation 8 in 10,
(10)
(11)
(12)

Respectively, where a1=-M1....M1, a2=-M2....M2,

,

and

. AF(a1,a2) and AG(a1,a2) are amplitude, and

denotes

are phase. The normalized cross power spectrum

and
is set by
(13)

Where G(a1,a2) is the complex conjugate of G(a1,a2)and θ(a1,a2) denotes the phase difference
θF(a1,a2)-θG(a1,a2). The POC function

is the 2D IDFT of

and is

set by
(14)
Where

denotes

. When 2 images are alike, their POC perform provides

a definite quick peak. When 2 images aren’t alike, the height drop noticeably. The height of
peak provides a decent likeness for match the image, with therefore the position of height
shows change of location displacement among the illustration (Zhang et al., 2009).
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5. (a) Gallery image, (b) Query image, (c) POC for the same ear images, (d) Gallery image, (e) Query
image and (f) POC for different ear images.

3.2. BAND-LIMITED PHASE ONLY FUNCTION/CORRELATION (BLPOC)

Consider to facilitate the range of the intrinsic frequency band be set through a1 = -a1 ...
a1 and a2 = -a2 ... a2, where 0 ≤ a1 ≤ M1 and 0 ≤ a2 ≤ M2. Therefore, the valuable size of
frequency spectrum be set through L1= 2 a1 + 1 and L2= 2 a2 + 1 (Miyazawa et al., 2006).
The BLPOC is known by means of
(15)
Where x1 = -a1 ... a1, x2 = -a2 ... a2 and

denote

. Remind that the highest value

of correlation peak of BLPOC is constantly normalized to 1 and it not lean on L1 and L2
(Nanni & Lumini, 2007).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. (a) Gallery image, (b) Query image, (c) BLPOC for the same ear images, (d) Gallery image, (e) Query
image and (f) BLPOC for different ear images.
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4. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

The intended method be extensively investigated using an Ear images database provided
by IIT Delhi. It is contained of the ear images, where collected from the students and
staff at IIT Delhi (Zhu et al., 2009). In this paper proposed method are implemented and
evaluated by using MATLAB software. Next in this paper proposed method has employee
two processes: one is POC based phase matching components of two same images and two
different images. Another one is to perform BLPOC based phase matching components of
two same images and two different images. This issue has been showed in Figure 4 and 5.
The Figure 5 shows POC level estimated at 0.64, it express high matching trial has achieved.
Uniformly Figure 6 shows BLPOC level estimated at 0.14, it express high matching trial
has achieved. It shows better performance than other modalities that are previously existed.

4.1. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HUMAN EAR RECOGNITION
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve evaluates the performance of the
biometrics-based authentication system, which constructs with the help of False Reject
Rate (FRR) and False Accept Rate (FAR) in various thresholds resting on matching score.
Primarily, estimate the FRR in support of all the probable combinations number of authentic
attempts. Similarly, estimate the FAR in support of all the probable combinations number
of imposter attempts shown in Figure 7. In Figure 8, the ROC curve belongs to BLPOC; it
demonstrates this algorithm is suitable for recognizing human ear images. Hence, proposed
algorithm consider overall and confined deformation of human ear images together to
calculate the scores of matching among the human ear images. Table 2 shows the EER [%]
and distance (d’) values of Ear identification.
(16)
Table 2. Equal error rate and distance (d’) of the human ear recognition.
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Equal error rate (%)

Distance (d’)

BLPOC
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Figure 7. EER rate of proposed system.

Figure 8. ROC curves for BLPOC algorithm.

Where, the mean value of genuine and imposter matching scores, respectively to an
authentic and fraud identification, and the standard deviation of genuine and imposter
matching scores, respectively to an authentic and fraud identification. The performances of
a proposed method are able to assess in terms of identification accuracy, which is specified
in the equation (17).
(17)
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Figure 9. Accuracy of BLPOC algorithm.

The Figure 9 shows the accuracy of BLPOC algorithm. Where, FRR is the false
rejection rate at which an authentic person is wrongly rejected as an imposter and
FAR is the false acceptance rate, which denotes the rate of an imposter is wrongly accepted
as an authentic person.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper intends a human ear identification using phase based function matching
algorithm. The proposed BLPOC algorithm of Human Ear Recognition makes it possible
to align ear images, correctly evaluated similarity between them and obtained the reliable
matching score. The experimental results reveal that the intended method has achieved
the well again Human Ear recognition performance and robustness over other previous
methods. Extensively experiments were tested on the Ear database IIT Delhi. The proposed
method of human ear recognition has performed the finest verification results on the Ear
database IIT Delhi, with the equal error rate 0.86%.
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